3C News

OCTOBER 12, 2018

COMMUNITY UPDATE
Hello Families. I want to thank all of you who were able to make it out

On a final note about Curriculum Night, I did have the goal- sharing

to yesterday’s Curriculum Night. If you were not able to attend, no worries.

sign up sheet out. I will send home what is still available in an email to those

I completely understand. Brenda and I did hand out some information during

parents who have not signed up.

our presentation which is now stuffed into your child’s Communication

Overall, in preparation for Curriculum Night, it has been a very busy

Folder if you were not able to make it. Administration has also said that

week. Your children have been working hard to finalize and publish pieces

they will be posting our hand- outs on the North Hampton School website

of work to be ready for display. I’m so impressed by their work habits and

for you to be able to access it digitally. Also, each member of 3C wrote a

by their motivation to show you EVERYTHING! With that said, I have had a

letter. I will be sending home your child’s letter, and if you were not able to

busier than predicted week too. Therefore, I decided to send home science

attend, you can still write back. If you return your letter inside your child’s

journals next week.

folder, I will make sure it shows up the next morning on his or her desk.

Finally, you would be happy to know that both 3rd grade classes

What a cheery way to start the day. Because a lot of our recently

participated in a fire safety presentation by our very own North Hampton

published work is hanging on the walls, it will be hard for you to respond to

Fire Department. Our third graders were very excited to share their stories

some of what your child has written in the letter. I will work hard at taking

and knowledge about fire safety.

photos of the work next week and post them on the blog. That way, you
can still see the work.

STUDENT WORK & HOMEWORK

Thank you for returning your child’s “contract”. I very much appreciate working together as a team! I
am sending home the original for you to keep, and I will keep a copy in school. I’m also sending home

your child’s draft and final copy letter that was written for you for Curriculum Night. I did edit the drafts
and then handed them back for them to write their final copies.

Homework will go home Monday, October 15 inside the Communication Folder. It is due on Friday.

In reading:

* Independent reading time- Now that I have started small reading
group instruction, keeping that reading promise has been a bit of a
challenge. However, that’s normal. We needed a few reminders, but
overall they read a good amount this week. I am also noticing that
readers are truly depending on me to guide them into just- right
choices. This is also very typical at this point in third grade. They tend
to revert to older series and books that they are most familiar with. I
very respectfully encourage other choices and show they books they
can choose from if they are not uncovering those authors or series on
their own. I find that most third graders are not aware of what is out
there to choose from, and it’s my job to show them.
*Previewing: We worked hard at finishing our preview activity in
small, guided reading groups. Readers truly gained an appreciation
for previewing as they were so surprised by how much they
uncovered about the book before actually reading it. This is such an
important step in helping them sustain, comprehend, and finish
books. This is especially true as they are venturing into longer plots
and books with more pages.
* Non- fiction Character Card: Because of Columbus Day, we took
some time to do a little research about Christopher Columbus and
share our findings by making a character card. With me, they read
three different articles, one for Columbus, one for Queen Isabella, and
one for King Ferdinand. Together we underlined important
information. Then I showed them how to compile that information
into a short, but detailed, description about one of the historical
figures. Finally they chose at least one of the people and wrote their
own descriptions. All of their work is in their reading journals.
In Writing:
* Writers Notebooks- They had shared and independent time to
writer in their writer’s notebooks again this week. By the end of
the week, they met with writing buddies to talk about and then
write about their imaginary creatures.

them and help them find their words. In the beginning of the
year, the first word lists take a long time to create, but then the
process shortens tremendously. That is why I begin with one list
for every two weeks.
* First word lists will go home the week of October 22. They still
need next week to finish up their lists.

* Imaginary Creature Writings: These writing pieces were

completed all in one writer’s workshop! That’s impressive. These
were the writings that were with their imaginary creature
paintings. If you came to Curriculum Night, you were able to read
them. I am sending home the drafts so that you can see a piece of
your child’s writing that’s been done independently. Because of
time, and because they worked on revising and editing other
writing this week, I finalized those pieces.

* In Math:
*Number Corner: We further explored attributes of polygons like
vertices, angles, and sides. We also began learning about different
types of lines and different types of angles. We are exploring right
angles and beginning to notice how to find them in different
polygons. We saw protectors and are beginning to know that those
are tools to measure the size of angles. We also started to look at
parallel lines, perpendicular lines, and intersecting lines.
*Addition Facts and Subtraction Facts: We played games to practice
fluency.
*

Multiplication: We finished up some work that we had started
last week for multiplication and repeated addition.

*

Addition & Subtraction Strategies for Larger Numbers: We
reviewed 6 different strategies that can be used to add multidigit numbers and glued a resource into the backs of our math
journals that shows and explains how each of these works. We
discussed favorites and least favorites, but also talked about
being flexible with our strategies. For subtraction, we shared
strategies we know how to use. Next week, we will look at those
more carefully and also receive resources for them. From this
point on, we work on the most efficient strategies to use. As a
practice activity, they solved a number riddle for Christopher
Columbus to fit into this week’s theme.

* I Am Poem: These are done- published and hanging on the
walls! Next week, I will be sending home a packet of work that
your child completed in order to get to accomplish the published
piece.
* Ideas: They participated in a read aloud book for the final writing
territory: object and other living things. Then they added their
final writing topics to their brainstorm sheets before adding them
creatively to their heart maps.
* Word Study: We started!!! So far, 3C has participated in its first
word preview. A preview is when I share ten words that they then
write into their word study journals. After the preview, they check
their spellings. From that point, they write down any words that
they misspelled onto a list that becomes their own. Next week
they will finish their own lists so that they have a total of 10
words. Where do the other words come from? They come from
word tests that I have given to them (from the Rebecca Sitton
spelling program), and then from their own writing. They will
learn how to go through their own work to locate misspelled
words. This is challenging, and it’s a process that usually takes a
good chunk out of term one to solidify. That is okay! I work with

*

Place Value: They made posters for the number 1492. On their
poster, they needed to choose 8 different ways to creatively
represent the value of that number.

*

In Science:

* Clouds: They used the “Storm Spotters” guides that they created
to identify different types of clouds, and then predict the weather
for different scenarios. This activity was through Mystery

Science, a science program that we use at NHS. They also
learned about wind and the directions that it travels in for
different parts of the world. We move on to climate next
week!

kcoronato@sau21.org

GET OUT
YOUR
CALENDARS
October 24- Early Release/
noon
November 1- Goal Shares

READ ALOUD BOOKS
Her Right Foot
We finished Stuart Goes to
School !

BLOG:
mrscoronato.edublogs
.org
Extras:
Homework Begins
next week. It will
be inside your
child’s
Communication
Folder on Monday.
Our cotton ball jar
is almost half full!
What a great
start. :)
We have plenty of
snacks (thank you)!
We’d definitely
appreciate some
cleaning wipes. I
have some, but I
predict I’ll be
running out
quickly. Clean up
those germs! :)

